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1. Equipment

1.1 Food Manufacturing

1.1.1 Automated Cake Slicer

Automated cake slicer is capable of cutting a variety of cakes. The machine features product holders and fully automatic product positioning, indexing, and divider insert feeding. Portions will all be of consistent size no matter who operates the machine.

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, up to $15,000 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Things To Note**

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
1.1.2  **Automated Carton Erector System**

Automatic carton sealers are case equipment that seals the top or bottom of a case with tape or glue. Typically, the minor corrugated flaps are kicked and plowed closed as the cases are transferred. As the cases enter the compression section, the major flaps of the carton are closed and a hot-melt adhesive is applied.

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, up to $25,000 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Things To Note**

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

1.1.3  **Automated Dough Filler/Depositor**

An automatic depositor portions dough, fillings and batters onto moving or stationary lines. Portions will all be of consistent size no matter who operates the machine.

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, up to $12,500 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Things To Note**

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
1.1.4 **Handheld Electric Fish Scaler**

The handheld electric fish scaler makes fish scaling effortless. The unit removes the scales from fish of any size without damaging the skin.

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, cap at $5,000 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Things To Note**

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

1.1.5 **Turntable Automated Pallet Cling Wrap Machine**

Turntable automatic pallet cling wrap machine require no operator. Pallet loads will be automatically stretch wrapped according to pre-programmed parameters. The only operator intervention required is changing of stretch film when the roll is empty.

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, cap at $5,000 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Things To Note**

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
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1.2 Food Services

1.2.1 Automated Dishwasher

The single tank automated dishwashing machines replace manual dishwashing, and can be used for glassware or dishes. It comes with automated drain pump, detergent and rinse pumps.

- A hood-type machine come with a vertical lift hood
- A front opening dishwasher is equipped for installation in freestanding or undercounter-type operations

Min capacity: 15 litres tank capacity

Support Level

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $2,500 grant

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Things To Note

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
1.2.2 **Automated Noodle Boiler**

The automated noodle boiler automates the noodle cooking process.

Min Specifications:

- Auto lift functions for the noodle baskets to be automatically lifted out of the boiler at pre-set timings
- Digital timer: Each basket is programmed according to its own set timing.

Min capacity: 3 noodle baskets

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $6,000 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Things To Note**

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

1.2.3 **Automated Rice Dispenser**

The automated rice dispenser stores cooked rice is kept warm in a tub. The rice is then automatically dispensed in pre-set quantities.

Min capacity: 9kg cooked rice

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $10,000 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**
Enterprise Singapore

**Things To Note**

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

### 1.2.4 Automated Rice Washer

The automated rice washer has built-in sensors and allow water to flow through the rice consistently. It will cut the time spent washing rice by 60%. It comes with an automatic wastewater mechanism to retain rice when draining wash water.

Min throughput: 6kg

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $10,000 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Things To Note**

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR.
1.2.5 **Automated Sushi Making Machine**

The automated sushi making machine is a compact machine suitable for use at outlet-level. It shapes and produces Nigiri rice balls and dispenses them automatically. Once a nigiri is removed, the next one will be dispensed automatically. The weight and hardness of the nigiri can be customised.

Min capacity: 6kg cooked rice

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $10,000 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Things To Note**

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

1.2.6 **Combi Oven**

A combi oven can be programmed for convection, steam and combination cooking. Its multi-functional cooking methods has a small footprint and can be used flexibly by F&B companies to cook and re-heat a wide variety of food.

Min capacity: 5GN

**Support Level**

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $5,000 grant

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Processing Agency**
1.2.7 High Speed Oven

A high speed oven uses rapid cooking technology to cook food rapidly without compromising quality. It utilises radiant heat, high-speed air impingement and side-launched microwave.

Support Level

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $5,000 grant

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Things To Note

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR.
1.3 Logistics

1.3.1 RFID System /Scanners

Automated Radio-Frequency Identification System for:

- Storage and retrieval of information; and
- Inventory Management; and
- Asset Management; and
- Real-Time Location Tracking; and
- for Security.

Support Level

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $20,000 grant

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Things To Note

Support Available:

Purchase & Installation of Equipment which can include:

- RFID Reader (compulsory)
- RFID Tunnel Gantry (optional)
- up to 20,000 RFID Tags (compulsory)
- Software License (compulsory)
- Implementation and Training for Tracking Software (compulsory)

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
1.3.2 Vertical Carousel

Vertical storage and retrieval system designed to save floor space and maximise vertical space for inventory storage. The Carousel consists of carriers that rotate vertically and deliver stored inventory (e.g. Spare Parts, Small Parcels) to the operator on the ground.

Support Level

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $30,000 grant

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Things To Note

Only supports:

Purchase & Installation of Equipment (depending on storage density)

- Unit Height 6”9 to 23”6; and
- Carrier: Width 86.9” to 111.9”; and
- Depth 16.3” to 24.2”; and
- Load Capacities 387lbs to 1,102 lbs; and
- Net Unit Load Capacity 2,800 lbs to 12,000lbs; and
- With operator Interface (Console); and
- With software linked to Inventory Management System

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
1.4 Precision Engineering

1.4.1 Automated Tools Management System

Centralized tool storage, dispensing & inventory management (IM) system with 2 key components:

1) Smart IM software:
   - Monitors tool inventory, stock level & consumption rate; and
   - With customizable option to link to ERP or supplier online automated ordering process; and
   - Controls the issuing of tools per user’s security access level

2) Tool dispensing hardware
   - Hardware can be in the form of a drawer or coil vending system.
   - Support only hardware and software

Support Level

For SMEs: 50% for cost of equipment, capped at $14,000 grant

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Things To Note

Unit is expandable, customizable to hold different types of tools, and fully secured

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
1.4.2  Robotic Arms

Robotic arms that are:

- Programmable mechanical arms integrated into industrial robots or collaborative robots; and
- Arms consist of segments connected by rotary and linear joints, allowing for controlled, precise and accurate movements; and
- Robotic arms are attached with end effectors designed for a wide variety of functions such as pick & place, parts rotation & placement, tool handling and assembly.

Support Level

For SMEs: 50% of cost of equipment, capped at $30,000 grant

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Things To Note

Support excludes end-effectors, sensors, programming and integration cost

Additional criteria: ≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2. IT Solution

2.1 Appointment Scheduling and Booking System

2.1.1 ITC Scheduling System Version 2.1.3

ITC Scheduling System helps business to manage their daily appointment scheduling. It features doctor/therapist/consultant module, email/sms auto reminder, payment integration, and cms. It also has free website where customer can make appointment online via client’s website directly.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

ITConcept Pte Ltd

www.itconcept.sg

50 Chin Swee Rd, #09-04 Singapore 169874

Email: sales@itconcept.sg

Phone: 6850 5001

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

GetDoc’s health technology platform connects healthcare practitioners to the community, enabling online appointment scheduling, direct online enquiries and cashless payments. For the practitioner, productivity is gained through an appointment scheduling system and connectivity with patients to manage appointments.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Jireh Group Pte Ltd

[www.getdoc.co](http://www.getdoc.co)

41 Namly Avenue, S 267626

Email: support.sg@getdoc.co

Phone: 6493 7123

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.1.3 SERV

Serv is a cloud-based software that helps service companies with outlets or distributed teams, to coordinate their operations in real-time, manage their business efficiently and engage with customers to generate revenues and referrals.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Serv Group Pte. Ltd.
www.serv.sg
73 Ayer Rajah Crescent, #01-14, S(139952)
Email: sales@serv.sg
Phone: 6681 5641

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2 Customer Relationship Management

2.2.1 Ascentis CRM Lite

With the control in your hands, Ascentis CRM allows you to configure, optimize and manage your loyalty program. With a wide range of APIs available, integration allows your brand to have the single, unified view of your customers, their journey, and your engagement ROI.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Ascentis Pte Ltd
3015A Ubi Road 1 #03-01 S(408705)
Email: wilson@ascentis.com.sg
Phone: 6254 2821

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.2 Deskera CRM Version 9.0

Deskera Customer Relationship Management Software provides an organization with a single view of its customers; helps automate critical sales processes – from leads qualification to promotional campaigns, and enables decision makers to easily implement customer-centric strategies and ensure effective sales management.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved vendor

Deskera Singapore Pte Ltd
[www.deskera.com/sg/](http://www.deskera.com/sg/)
#18-01 Tower 1, One Raffles Place S(048616)
Email: hello@deskera.sg
Phone: 6536 1522

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.3 **PCOM Automotive Hire Purchase Software Solution v3.0**

PCOM Automotive Hire Purchase Software Solution is designed specifically for companies who provide finance facilities or car loan services. It helps to better manage daily operations, especially collections and complex calculations.

The system helps users to keep track of all the hirer accounts details, and automates the calculation and generation of documentation needed for day-to-day business operations.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved vendor**

PCOM Pte Ltd

[www.pcompl.biz](http://www.pcompl.biz)

62 Ubi Road 1 #04-04 Oxley Bizhub 2 S(408734)

Email: enquiry@pcompl.biz

Phone: 6396 6550

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.4 **VisionMan Version 1.09**

The system manages a company's interactions with current and potential customers and provides centralized records of all customers with client details and contact history. It allows sales/service team to access the system using smart devices and can be linked to email or sms for alerts.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved vendor**

ECS Techno_Sys (Asia Pacific) Pte Ltd  
[www.ecss.com.sg](http://www.ecss.com.sg)  
Blk 19 Kallang Ave. #03-161/163, Singapore 339410  
Email: alan@ecss.com.sg  
Phone: 9863 4749

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.5 **Advocado Cloud Loyalty CRM System Version 2.55 - Package (With Hardware)**

Advocado is a cloud loyalty solution for small business. For less than $5 a day, a small business can now generate more revenue & cashflow, win more regulars to return more often, and engage consumers swiftly and seamlessly. Through Advocado’s fully customisable customer loyalty campaigns, our merchants give out rewards and deals to their customers. Our merchants are able to create tangible business results while dramatically improving customer experience.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved vendor**

Launchstars Pte Ltd

[www.advocadoapp.com](http://www.advocadoapp.com)

2 Kallang Ave, #11-21, CT Hub, Singapore 339407

Email: hello@advocado.me

Phone: 6444 9556

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.6 Advocado Cloud Loyalty CRM System Version 2.55 - Package (Without Hardware)

Advocado is a cloud loyalty solution for small business. For less than $5 a day, a small business can now generate more revenue & cashflow, win more regulars to return more often, and engage consumers swiftly and seamlessly. Through Advocado’s fully customisable customer loyalty campaigns, our merchants give out rewards and deals to their customers. Our merchants are able to create tangible business results while dramatically improving customer experience.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved vendor

Launchstars Pte Ltd
www.advocadoapp.com
2 Kallang Ave, #11-21, CT Hub, Singapore 339407
Email: hello@advocado.me
Phone: 6444 9556

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.7 D Stamp White Label CRM System With Mobile / Web Customer Application Version 20180220.2

Our D Stamp Solution is a gamified loyalty platform to increase engagement with the end customer and getting them coming back for more through a variety of ways - Trail, Passport or Surprises. With our zero maintenance D Stamp, they simply stamp on the customer's screen for any awarding or redemption. Backed up with our powerful CRM engine, marketers can use our admin panel to send eVouchers instantly to specific person or demographic then gather business insights on our analytical dashboard.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved vendor

Onezine Pte Ltd

www.dstamp.io / www.onezine.com

18 Howard Road #10-09 Singapore 369585

Email: enquiry@onezine.com / alvin@onezine.com

Phone: 6509 8870 / 9762 3231

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.8  Infusionsoft CRM

Infusionsoft CRM is an all-in-one CRM solution that turns a static database into an automated prospect and customer engagement tool. The basic functions also come with mobile responsive in solution email templates and landing page builder. Easily integrate this to your website and other systems with open API and plugins. It is used by more than 45,000 businesses world-wide, and supported by more than 140 third-party apps.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved vendor
Scale Up Marketing Pte Ltd
http://scaleupmarketing.asia/psg-infusionsoft-crm
10 Anson Road, #26-04, International Plaza, S079903
Email: brendanyong@scaleupmarketing.asia
Phone: 3152 6827

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.9 **Salesforce CRM Version 2018 - Package (Enterprise Edition)**

Sales Cloud is a cloud-based application designed to help your salespeople sell smarter and faster by centralising customer information, logging their interactions with your company, and automating many of the tasks salespeople do every day. This means they’ll spend less time on administration and more time closing deals. For sales managers, Sales Cloud gives real-time visibility into their team’s activities, so forecasting sales with confidence is easy.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved vendor**

TechMatrix Pte. Ltd.

[www.techmatrixconsulting.com](http://www.techmatrixconsulting.com)

22 Malacca Street #13-02, RB Capital Building, Singapore 048980

Phone : 6224 8246

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.10 Salesforce CRM Version 2018 - Package (Professional Edition)

Sales Cloud is a cloud-based application designed to help your salespeople sell smarter and faster by centralising customer information, logging their interactions with your company, and automating many of the tasks salespeople do every day. This means they’ll spend less time on administration and more time closing deals. For sales managers, Sales Cloud gives real-time visibility into their team’s activities, so forecasting sales with confidence is easy.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved vendor**

TechMatrix Pte. Ltd.
www.techmatrixconsulting.com
22 Malacca Street #13-02, RB Capital Building, Singapore 048980
Phone : 6224 8246

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.11  **SmartCommerce Lead Gen CRM**

The SmartCommerce technology data mine the internet for targeted business sales leads. This CRM offers real time performance dashboard, customer insights, appointment scheduling, quotation system and automated marketing. The outcome is increased sales leads, improved revenue and sales productivity.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Apps Authority Pte. Ltd.

[www.smartcommerce.asia](http://www.smartcommerce.asia)

Centennial Tower, Level 21, 3 Temasek Avenue, 039190

Email: manager@apps-authority.com/ service@apps-authority.com

Phone: 6549 7358

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.2.12 **KUMO EIP (Enterprise Integration Platform) - CRM (Module) Version 2.0**

KUMO EIP (Enterprise Integration Platform) – CRM (module) offers an innovative enterprise integration platform built on a cloud technology infrastructure to help companies operate their businesses more efficiently through the automation of time-consuming processes and the capturing of invaluable data that would typically be lost through human inefficiencies.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

KUMO Pte Ltd
https://www.kumo.com
73 Ayer Rajah Crescent #02-26 jtc LaunchPad Singapore 139952
Email: support@kumo.com
Phone: 6493 2778

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3 Digital Ordering and Payment System

2.3.1 sPOC V2.0

Mobile Order-Pay-Fulfil Solution with Kitchen Workflow integrated.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Applied Mesh Pte Ltd

http://appliedmesh.com

Email: nyen@appliedmesh.com

Phone: 6717 7780

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.2 Aptsys GEMS Version 1.6 - Package (5 Devices)

Aptsys iPad eMenu is an industry leading, proven end-to-end solution for customer self-service ordering.

Customers’ orders are sent directly to Aptsys POS and kitchen printer(s), cutting down on manpower and greatly improving turnaround speed and revenue.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Aptsys Technology Solutions Pte Ltd
www.Aptsys.com.sg
1 Lorong 2 Yellow Pages Bulding #05-03 S(319637)
Email: Sales.demo@aptsys.com.sg
Phone: 6457 7991

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.3 Aptsys GEMS Version 1.6 - Package (10 Devices)

Aptsys iPad eMenu is an industry leading, proven end-to-end solution for customer self-service ordering.

Customers' orders are sent directly to Aptsys POS and kitchen printer(s), cutting down on manpower and greatly improving turnaround speed and revenue.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Aptsys Technology Solutions Pte Ltd
www.Aptsys.com.sg
1 Lorong 2 Yellow Pages Bulding #05-03 S(319637)
Email: Sales.demo@aptsys.com.sg
Phone: 6457 7991

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.4 Getzpass F&B - Integrated instore and online transformation

Getz is a pre-approved service provider with a strong omni (online + instore) competency in digital commerce and digital payment serving hundreds of strong F&B brands in Singapore (Bali Thai, Sakae Sushi, Tenderfresh, Ministry of Food, etc).

The F&B industry is manpower intensive across Outlets and HQ with 99% same day customer fulfillment (Dine-in, Takeaway, Delivery). Getz integrated digital ordering, payment, fulfillment and marketing platform across online and instore is the key answer to F&B transformation.

Getz has seamlessly transformed hundreds of leading F&B with new sales capabilities from instore automation to online reservation, online pickup and online delivery islandwide. At the same time, the total running business cost for our client has significantly decrease across operations, servicing, accounting, marketing and technology.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Getz Group Pte Ltd
http://getz.co/
15 Lorong 8 Toa Payoh, Braddell Tech, #05-09, S319262
Email: hello@getz.co/ irene.lau@getz.co
Phone: 9101 2214

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.5 Revel Systems Version 2 - Package (5 Stations)

Revel Systems iPad Point of Sale is a feature-rich POS platform that offers business owners and operators complete control of their business.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Revel Systems Holdings Pte Ltd
http://revelsystems.com.sg
318C King George’s Ave. Singapore 208563
Email: sales@revelsystems.com.sg
Phone: +65 62936275

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.6 **Revel Systems Version 2 - Package (10 Stations)**

Revel Systems iPad Point of Sale is a feature-rich POS platform that offers business owners and operators complete control of their business.

**Applicable Industries**

Food Services

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**
Revel Systems Holdings Pte Ltd
http://revelsystems.com.sg
318C King George’s Ave. Singapore 208563
Email: sales@revelsystems.com.sg
Phone: +65 62936275

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.7 eMenu Version 2/ eWaiter Version 2 - Package (eMenu)

Tabsquare provides e-menu solutions for restaurants that creates an interactive and seamless experience for consumers through digital ordering, and increases productivity for business owners.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Tabsquare Pte Ltd
www.tabsquare.com
2 Kallang Ave, #06-17, CT Hub, Singapore 339407
Email: contact@tabsquare.com
Phone: +65 9186 3850

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.8  eMenu Version 2/ eWaiter Version 2 - Package (eWaiter)

Tabsquare provides e-menu solutions for restaurants that creates an interactive and seamless experience for consumers through digital ordering, and increases productivity for business owners.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Tabsquare Pte Ltd
www.tabsquare.com
2 Kallang Ave, #06-17, CT Hub, Singapore 339407.
Email: contact@tabsquare.com
Phone: +65 9186 3850

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.9 eMenu Version 2/ eWaiter Version 2 - Package (eMenu & eWaiter)

Tabsquare provides e-menu solutions for restaurants that creates an interactive and seamless experience for consumers through digital ordering, and increases productivity for business owners.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Tabsquare Pte Ltd

www.tabsquare.com

2 Kallang Ave, #06-17, CT Hub, Singapore 339407.

Email: contact@tabsquare.com

Phone: +65 9186 3850

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.10  **SmartTab Version 4**

TabSquare SmartTab is a Table-top ordering, payment and customer engagement (e-menu) system that improves customer experience and increase restaurant productivity.

The SmartTab tablet is installed on every table in the restaurant to allow customers to browse the menu, get dish recommendations, provide food and wine pairing suggestions, place orders, view bills, make payments, collect & redeem loyalty points and give feedback directly from the tablet.

**Applicable Industries**

Food Services

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Tabsquare Pte Ltd

[www.tabsquare.com](http://www.tabsquare.com)

2 Kallang Ave, #06-17, CT Hub, Singapore 339407.

Email: contact@tabsquare.com

Phone: +65 9186 3850

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.11 Techmetics iMenu Version 2.7 - Package (5 Devices)

Techmetics iMenu allows restaurant guests to order food directly from an iPad. It allows guests to choose quantity, preferences of dishes etc. They can also select language, watch food images, videos and request other services.

Orders will directly go to kitchen printer and POS via Techmetics iMenu backoffice. The Backoffice receives all the orders from guests’ ipads and sends them to service and kitchen printers. It also sends the data to POS software for data synchronization.

Applicable Industries
Food Services

Support Level
50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Techmetics Solutions
http://techmetics-group.com/
7030 Ang Mo Kio Ave 5, #08-66, Northstar@AMK, Singapore 569880
Email: Sales@techmetics.com
Phone: 6385 3930

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.12  Techmetics iMenu Version 2.7 - Package (10 Devices)

Techmetics iMenu allows restaurant guests to order food directly from an iPad. It allows guests to choose quantity, preferences of dishes etc. They can also select language, watch food images, videos and request other services.

Orders will directly go to kitchen printer and POS via Techmetics iMenu backoffice. The Backoffice receives all the orders from guests’ ipads and sends them to service and kitchen printers. It also sends the data to POS software for data synchronization.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Techmetics Solutions
http://techmetics-group.com/
7030 Ang Mo Kio Ave 5, #08-66, Northstar@AMK, S(569880)
Email: Sales@techmetics.com
Phone: 6385 3930

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.13  MegaPOS Mobile Ordering Solution Version 18

MegaPOS Mobile Ordering Software is specifically designed for the F&B industry, and helps to improve operational and labour efficiency. The F&B industry has high labour demands, and faces challenges such as staff shortage and high staff turnover. This solution helps service crew save time by taking orders remotely via wireless devices. It also allows customer to self-order, freeing up service crew for more valuable tasks.

**Applicable Industries**

Food Services

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Megasafe Technology Pte Ltd  
18 Ah Hood Road, #11-51 Hiap Hoe Building@Zhongshan Park S(329983)  
Email: contactpoint@megasafe.com.sg  
Phone: 6224 5788

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.14 Mobile Ordering and Payment System - Package (First Outlet)

The Oddle Solution allows customers to view menu, place orders and make self-payment remotely via smart devices. It also has backend functions to automate and streamline the orders management process. This will help the merchant increase sales capacity and improve operational efficiency.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

The Oddle Company Pte Ltd
https://oddle.me/
71 Ayer Rajah Crescent #01-25 Singapore 139951
Email: enterprise@oddle.me
Phone: 963 14161

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.3.15 Mobile Ordering and Payment System - Package (Subsequent Outlet)

The Oddle Solution allows customers to view menu, place orders and make self-payment remotely via smart devices. It also has backend functions to automate and streamline the orders management process. This will help the merchant increase sales capacity and improve operational efficiency.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

The Oddle Company Pte Ltd
https://oddle.me/
71 Ayer Rajah Crescent #01-25 Singapore 139951
Email: enterprise@oddle.me
Phone: 963 14161

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.4 Document Management and Mobile Access System

2.4.1 QNAP QSirch Document Management System and Synology File Management System Version 4.3.4

Full spectrum of Private Cloud Document and Storage Management System with comprehensive features and Google-alike search-engine.

- The real-time synchronization of any PC/Mac and mobile converts any files to searchable documents
- Highly secure login and file versioning protects files from ransomware and hackers
- In-depth data analytics and audit logon documents movement
- Allows for direct integration with nearly any type of database, ERP, or application

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

ACE Peripherals Pte Ltd
www.aceperipherals.com
33 Ubi Avenue 3 #07-11, Vertex Tower B S(408868)
Email: sales@aceperipherals.com
Phone: 6100 2232

Processing Agency
Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

2.4.2 Docuware Version 6.12

DocuWare is a web-based product that helps to organize the filing system, provides more secured storage of digital documents, prevents unauthorized users from deleting or accessing documents, provides different levels of user permission, facilitates easy retrieval, and allows for tracking and document versioning.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Pericom Imaging (Singapore) Pte Ltd
www.pericomimaging.com
3 Soon Lee Street #05-12, 627606
Email: ryanng@pericomimaging.com
Phone: 6684 5500

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.4.3 **bmDOK Lite**

Bizmann’s bmDOK is a DMS solution helps companies to manage documents and share document contents across the organization.

It allows access (with permission settings) from anywhere and anytime with Mobile support. bmDOK focuses on increasing the efficiency and productivity of all office users. Using a Web Browser, users can upload documents, search and retrieve the contents they are looking for from anywhere in the world!

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Bizmann System (S) Pte Ltd

www.bizmann.com

150 Kampong Ampat, #05-08 KA Centre S(368324)

Email: jasminetan@bizmann.com

Phone: 6271 1911

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.4.4  Infinity Document Management System Version 5.22

Infinity Document Management System & Mobile Access System allows you to integrate paper documents and electronic documents into an online filing system. It has all the tools that today's digital office demands, in a single, web-based /cloud package system. Quickly create a complete digital library of all your important business documents in the internet for easy and secure access everywhere, and rest assured that in the event of a disaster your data is safe.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Isomatic Information System

www.isomatic.com.sg

Email: enquiry@isomatic.com.sg

Phonel: 6693 5868

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.5 E-Commerce - Online Shop and Marketplace

2.5.1 Dodoca Integrated Mobile Marketing & Productivity Solution (DIMMPS) Version 3

DIMMPS is a marketing software platform based on the WeChat mobile app.

It enables SMEs to enhance their sales, marketing and customer engagement capabilities through mobile marketing and harnessing the growing Online-to-Offline (O2O) marketing trend.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor
Dodoca Information Technology (S) Pte Ltd
www.dodoca.com.sg/indix/moreinfo
6 Eu tong Sen St #07-05 Soho 1 @ The Central S(059817)
Email: felice@dodoca.com.sg
Phone: 8328 3007

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.5.2  Ecommerce Web Software Development Version 0.8

The solution aims to provide SME the opportunity to create an online presence. It helps the SME to create more convenience for their customers, influence their purchase decision, and give them the opportunities to tap on social media to broaden their branding and increase sales revenue online.

**Applicable Industries**
Retail

**Support Level**
50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**
Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**
Firstcom Solutions Pte Ltd
158 Kallang Way #03-05 Performance Building, Singapore 349245
Email: sales@firstcom.com.sg
Phone: 68484984

**Processing Agency**
Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.6 E-Freight Management

2.6.1 VCC E-freight Suite Version 2.0

EDI based automation tool for trade permit declaration to ensure 100% customs compliance.

**Applicable Industries**

Logistics

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

vCargo Cloud Pte Ltd

[www.vcargocloud.com](http://www.vcargocloud.com)

29 Tai Seng Ave #05-01 Natural Cool Lifestyle Hub 5324419

Email: sales@vcargocloud.com

Phone: 67796218

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7 Enhanced POS/Retail Management System

2.7.1 BiZ POS Version 2.5

POS Solutions with Standard Hardware. Inclusive of Easy to Learn and Operate Sales, Inventory Management, Customer Loyalty Management, Staff Attendance Management, Integration to ERP or Payroll API. Allow integration with Multi Outlets for business expansion.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Coobiz IT Solutions Pte Ltd
http://www.coobizit.com/
Email:sales@coobizit.com

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.2 Enhanced POS - Package (DinePlan Version 3.0)

An end to end solutions for Food and Beverage Businesses. It covers the following types of Food and Beverage Industry: Fine Dining, Franchise, Fast Food, Bakery, Pizzeria, Food court

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Levelfive Pte. Ltd.
https://dineplan.net/
19 Burn Road #11-01 Singapore 369974
Email: abdul@lfsolutions.net ABDUL@LFSOLUTIONS.NET
Phone: 6341 7144/ 9222 2786

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.3 Enhanced POS - Package (RetailPlan Version 3.0)

The LevelFive RetailPlan is an effective end to end Retail Management Solution. The suite of applications provides retailers with a real time view of their operations, and centralised control enables effective and faster decision-making.

In-Store transactions are replicated to the Head Office, allowing quick decision making without any delays.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Levellfive Pte. Ltd.

http://lfsolutions.net/products/retailplan

19 Burn Road, Advance Buildng, #11-01, Singapore 369974
Email: soofi@lfsolutions.net
Phone: 6341 7144 / 9800 5974

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.4 Aptsys Enterprise POS with Data Warehouse Version 1.60

Aptsys POS solution is a cloud based solution, that is available all the time. We have established fail-over server, and redundancy is built into the system to ensure that it is always up and running. With our POS, your business will not be affected when there is a blackout. The system runs with the Local Network, thus information will still be running even though it is offline.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Aptsys Technology Solutions Pte Ltd

www.aptsys.com.sg

1 Lorong 2 Yellow Pages Building #05-03 S(319637)

Email: sales.demo@aptsys.com.sg

Phone: 6457 7991

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.5  **KYBIO Version 2.6.2.2**

The KYBIO system is a cloud-based POS System that operates as a SaaS. Its hardware runs concurrently with a cloud-based system. This two-pronged approach pushes data out to each other, with sales data being collected on the ground being sent back to the cloud server while changes to menu options and stock quantities can be changed on the fly through the backend system and reflected instantly on the ground.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Weebo Pte Ltd  
2 Kallang Pudding Road, Mactech Building #08-06 S(349307)  
Email: sales@weebo.com.sg  
Phone: 6850 5177

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.6 **MegaPOS Point of Sale Software Version 18**

MegaPOS provides end to end digitalisation to record sales transaction, maintain customer relations, upkeep inventory and provide reports and analysis. The products aim to help businesses to boost productivity, increase revenue and optimize operations with fast and reliable deployment.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Megasafe Technology Pte Ltd


18 Ah Hood Road, #11-51 Hiap Hoe Building@Zhongshan Park S(329983)

Email: contactpoint@megasafe.com.sg

Tel: 6224 5788

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.7 MSPOS Software Version 10.4

Our comprehensive IT and ITES solutions and services include POS Software, Inventory Software, Mobile Menus, and Online Ordering System.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Micro Space Infotech Pte Ltd
www.mspossoftware.com
1 Kallang Pudding Road, #06-05 Golden Wheel Building S(349316)
Email: dhamu@microspace.com.sg
Phone: 9376 7276

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.8 MyRetailer Plus v3.2 / Raptor Pos Software v7.0

MyRetailer Plus and Raptor POS is a powerful point-of-sale solution that provides an easy-to-use data management system equipped with efficient and secure retail and inventory control systems in the back office with relevant reports vital to store operations.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
DCS Synthesis Pte. Ltd.
www.synthesis.bz
865 Mountbatten Road, #05-26/27, Katong Shopping Centre S(437844)
Email: possales@synthesis.bz
Phone: 6652 6709

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.9 POS System Version 3.0

Amax POS Solution is a scalable solution that not only stores transaction records, but also provides real-time comprehensive sales reports.

Information like Top/Slow/Non moving product, average bill spending per customer, membership spending behavior and etc are vital to businesses to monitor wastages and to improve sales revenue.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Amax Systems Services Pte Ltd

www.amaxpos.com

629 Aljunied Rd #02-03, Cititech Industrial Building, 389838

Email: sales@amaxsystem.com

Phone: 6745 4233

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.10 SGDATAPOS Version 3.1

SGDATAPOS POS System is different from other POS systems because of our user-friendly interface. SGDATAPOS is also connected to an online CRM system, which enables customers to manage their staff/inventory/discount/settings, and view sales report real time online wherever they are.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Singapore Data Hub Pte. Ltd.
http://www.sgdatahub.com
19 Kim Keat Road, Fu Tsu Building, #06-01, S(328804)
Email: sales@sgdatahub.com
Phone: 6667 7093

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.11  Suntoyo POS Touch Screen POS 2008 Version 8.0

Suntoyo mainly deals with touch screen-based point of sales machines and tablets ordering solution.

POS machines comes with quality software and optional peripherals such as cash drawers, printers, barcode scanners, biometric security devices etc. The system supports major business modules such as: Retails sales, Purchase & Invoice, Inventory Control, Sales Analysis, Price Setting etc, in a user-friendly manner on top of Windows platforms.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Suntoyo Technology Pte Ltd
www.suntoyo.com.sg
4012 Ang Mo Kio Ave 10, #05-05/06-05, 569628
Email: suntoyo@suntoyo.com.sg
Phone: 6553 3855

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.12 Visual Optical Retail Management System Software
Version 7

A Billing & Inventory Management System to issue invoices, manage inventory, storage and management of customer data, including orders and purchase history. iPad Module runs on tablet device which enables users to check, create and edit customer records. This helps improve productivity during peak hours when one computer is not sufficient to handle sales volume.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Frontwave Software Pte. Ltd.
www.frontwave.com.sg
26 Sin Ming Lane, #07-128 Midview City, S(573971)
Email: kevin@frontwave.com.sg
Phone: 6289 9125

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.13  WESS - Wellness Management Software Version 2.0

WESS is an integrated cloud-based business management software for the Beauty, Spa & Salon Industry. From customer appointments, loyalty management and Point-of-Sales at the front-end, to business analytics reporting, staff commissions and payroll at the back-end, WESS help business owners manage all aspects of their business from end to end.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Refine Solutions Pte. Ltd.
http://www.wessconnect.com
Email: contactus@wessconnect.com
Phone: 6602 8212

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.14 Yumstone Version 4.0

Yumstone’s Point of Sales (POS) System has been improved to meet the needs of different F&B and retail business in the area of order entry and cashier payment. The touch screen ordering design is easy for new users to operate, and meets the expectations of different types of customers. An emphasis is placed on being easy to use, and user friendly.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Yumstone eSolutions Pte Ltd

www.yumstone.sg

1003 Bukit Merah Central #07-41 Inno Center S(159836)

Email: sales@yumstone.sg

Phone: 6278 6676

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.15  **RevoPOS Version 3.0**

RevoPOS is a robust and simple to use Point of Sales System designed to help small-to-medium Retail, Food & Beverage and Service businesses achieve greater productivity outputs and cost/time/manpower savings through optimized processes as well as automation and wireless and mobile technology. The system aims to reduce manpower/time spent on related tasks and create cost savings.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Appz Inc. Pte Ltd
Revopos.io / Appzinc.biz
60 Paya Lebar Road #08-55 Paya Lebar Square S409051
Email: sales@appzinc.biz
Phone: 9138 2898 / 6677 8653

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.16  Beautec Ver 3.5.1 Centralized Version

ERP solution includes point-of-sales, CRM, inventory, 100 reports, EDM, SMS marketing, commission calculation, package manager, appointment system, redemption of services. This solution is specially tailored for the spa, beauty and wellness industry. It helps to solve manual processes in tracking customers' card, inventory and package utilization by spa customers. Commission calculation is also tedious as the staff manually tabulated each services rendered.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Beautec Pte Ltd  
www.beau-tec.com  
41, Kallang Pudding Road, #02-01A Golden Wheel Building, Singapore 349316  
Email: sales@beau-tec.com  
Phone: 6777 2703 / 9487 6201

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.17 Vend Version 2

We are point of sale solutions provider focusing on using cloud computing technology to resolve some of the existing limitation that conventional pos systems cannot resolved. The solution focus on scalability, real time reporting, omni-channel and readily integrated with 3rd party business application to automate business operation for the company.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

EISOL Pte Ltd

[https://www.eisol.net](https://www.eisol.net)

10 Anson Road, International Plaza #09-19, Singapore 079903

Email: hi@eisol.net

Phone: 6681 6538 / 6524 1850

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.18 FoodZaps Mobile Ordering + POS System Version 3

FoodZaps Technology is a smart technology retail point of sales (POS) with mobile ordering. The system combines the legacy technology and cloud technology to form a Smart Retail Point of Sale (POS) solution.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor
FoodZaps Technology Pte Ltd
www.foodzaps.com
71 Ayer Rajah Crescent #04-01 Singapore 139951
Email: sales@foodzaps.com
Phone: 9160 6815

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.19  iPOS System Version 3.5.0

Imetrics Point Of Sales (POS) is designed to be simple and easy to deliver visible benefits. It is a great solution to maximize the business efficiency. iPOS System can help any type of retail or restaurant to provide great customer service. Due to its one cable, compact, rugged design and flexibility, it is also the perfect choice for theaters, coffee shops, arenas, festivals, and special retail such as antique stores.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Imetrics Pte. Ltd.
www.imetrics.com.sg
75 Bukit Timah Road, #04-07 Boon Siew Building, Singapore 229833
Email: sales@imetrics.com.sg
Phone: 6339 4781

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.20 NoviPOS Version 3

The NoviPOS will help increase productivity through our web-based centralized backend system. We are able to update pricing, push new products and more, at one instance to multiple outlets. The NoviPOS is also able to provide us with a real time consolidated report of all outlets and easy access through any device enabled with internet connection. Coupled with the inventory module which has a bill of materials feature, we can now track stock variances with our sales, thus reducing costs.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Novitee
www.novitee.com
28 Tai Seng Street, #04-06A, Singapore (534106)
Email: benjamin.yang@novitee.com
Phone: 9388 9579

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.21  **MecWise® Point-Of-Sales (POS) System Version 6.2**

STARVISION is an information technology company and a leader in web-based enterprise solutions. Built on decades of experience, STARVISION focuses her forte in Software Development, Software Consultancy, and System Integration. With a strong foothold in Singapore, STARVISION expands into the region, including offices in Malaysia, China, India and Myanmar.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

StarVision Information Technology Pte Ltd

[www.starvisionit.com](http://www.starvisionit.com)

3 Ubi Avenue 3, #05 – 01, Crocodile House, Singapore 408857

Email: jasonlimke@starvisionit.com

Phone: 9199 1139

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.22 Pointsoft POS

Full POS solution for single and multi-chain customers with front-end and back-end solutions.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Trirudium Pte Ltd
www.trirudium.com
Yu Li Industrial Building, No 37, Lor 23 Geylang, #08-04, Singapore 388371
Email: enquiries@trirudium.com
Phone: 6842 9478/ 9873 3330

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.23  Point of Sales (POS) Solution Version 9

Epoint's software products consist a complete solution for retailers in various market segment such as Food and Beverage, Merchandising, Membership Clubs and Hotels. The software components consist of a Touch Screen Point of Sales (Point.POS) for the front counter operation and a full fledged Back Office Management and Reporting Systems

**Applicable Industries**
Retail

**Support Level**
70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**
Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**
Epoint Systems Pte Ltd
www.epoint.com.sg
8 Boon Lay Way, Tradehub 21, #02-09 S(609964)
Email: Darren.sim@epointpos.com
Phone: 6100 6300

**Processing Agency**
Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.24 Raptor POS Version 8.6.4 - Package (F&B)

Raptor POS uses the latest technologies and hardware. We strive to stay ahead of the industry without compromising on user friendliness and reliability. Our clients leverage on our complete solution to optimize their sales and satisfaction. Implementation is set up to individual’s requirements and needs.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
HRS Marketing Pte Ltd
http://www.raptorpos.com
Block 28 Sin Ming Lane, Midview City, #06-136, Singapore 573972
Email: sales@raptorpos.com
Phone: 6252 3393

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.25  Raptor POS Version 8.6.4 - Package (Retail)

Raptor POS uses the latest technologies and hardware. We strive to stay ahead of the industry without compromising on user friendliness and reliability. Our clients leverage on our complete solution to optimize their sales and satisfaction. Implementation is set up to individual’s requirements and needs.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

HRS Marketing Pte Ltd

[http://www.raptorpos.com](http://www.raptorpos.com)

Block 28 Sin Ming Lane, Midview City, #06-136, Singapore 573972

Email: sales@raptorpos.com

Phone: 6252 3393

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.26  DealPOS Version 3.2.5

DealPOS is a cloud-based POS system that can be used for retail, service treatment & restaurant industry. It comes with rich features such as inventory control, multi-outlet, simple accounting, kitchen display system, loyalty, purchase order, e-receipt and offline support.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

ITConcept Pte Ltd
www.dealpos.sg
50 Chin Swee Rd, #09-04 Singapore 169874
Email: sales@dealpos.sg
Phone: 6850 5001

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.27 OpenPOS Version 3.2

It is a total retail solution which makes it possible to manage your back office operations, customers and products through a single system. Flexible and friendly, OpenPOS is definitely here to increase your profitability.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Pos Square Pte. Ltd.
http://www.possquare.com.sg
1 Kaki Bukit Ave 3, KB-1, #05-15 Singapore 416087
Email: vincent.oh@possquare.com.sg
Phone: 6848 4775

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.28  Walnut POS Version 1.2

Point of Sales system complete with inventory management and accounting features.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Walnut Solutions Pte Ltd


info@walnutsolutions.com.sg

Husain - 91018092

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.29 Octopus POS Solutions Retail POS Version 3 - Package (Retail POS)

Be it a single store or a chain of outlets with more than a million products, Octopus is able to keep businesses ahead of the game, incorporating an online to offline (O2O) solutions and modules within our product. These includes offline capabilities, inventory management, customer loyalty and promotions amongst many other offerings.

On top of that, Octopus also provides a seamless integration with payment providers and other 3rd party business applications.

**Applicable Industries**
Retail

**Support Level**
50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**
Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**
Octopus Retail Management Pte Ltd
https://octopuspos.com
19 Kim Keat Road, #04-07, Fu Tsu Building, Singapore 328804
Email: solutions@octopuspos.com
Phone: 6221 6601

**Processing Agency**
Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.30 Octopus POS Solutions Retail POS Version 3 - Package (Retail POS Multi Terminals)

Be it a single store or a chain of outlets with more than a million products, Octopus is able to keep businesses ahead of the game, incorporating an online to offline (O2O) solutions and modules within our product. These includes offline capabilities, inventory management, customer loyalty and promotions amongst many other offerings.

On top of that, Octopus also provides a seamless integration with payment providers and other 3rd party business applications.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Octopus Retail Management Pte Ltd
https://octopuspos.com
19 Kim Keat Road, #04-07, Fu Tsu Building, Singapore 328804
Email: solutions@octopuspos.com
Phone: 6221 6601

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.31 Octopus POS Solutions Retail POS Version 3 - Package (Retail POS + Ecommerce)

Be it a single store or a chain of outlets with more than a million products, Octopus is able to keep businesses ahead of the game, incorporating an online to offline (O2O) solutions and modules within our product. These includes offline capabilities, inventory management, customer loyalty and promotions amongst many other offerings.

On top of that, Octopus also provides a seamless integration with payment providers and other 3rd party business applications.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Octopus Retail Management Pte Ltd
https://octopuspos.com
19 Kim Keat Road, #04-07, Fu Tsu Building, Singapore 328804
Email: solutions@octopuspos.com
Phone: 6221 6601

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.32 Octopus POS Solutions Retail POS Version 3 - Package (Retail POS + CRM)

Be it a single store or a chain of outlets with more than a million products, Octopus is able to keep businesses ahead of the game, incorporating an online to offline (O2O) solutions and modules within our product. These includes offline capabilities, inventory management, customer loyalty and promotions amongst many other offerings.

On top of that, Octopus also provides a seamless integration with payment providers and other 3rd party business applications.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Octopus Retail Management Pte Ltd

[https://octopuspos.com](https://octopuspos.com)

19 Kim Keat Road, #04-07, Fu Tsu Building, Singapore 328804

Email: solutions@octopuspos.com

Phone: 6221 6601

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.7.33 Octopus POS Solutions Retail POS Version 3 -
Package (Retail POS + Ecommerce + CRM)

Be it a single store or a chain of outlets with more than a million products, Octopus is able to keep businesses ahead of the game, incorporating an online to offline (O2O) solutions and modules within our product. These includes offline capabilities, inventory management, customer loyalty and promotions amongst many other offerings.

On top of that, Octopus also provides a seamless integration with payment providers and other 3rd party business applications.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Octopus Retail Management Pte Ltd
https://octopuspos.com
19 Kim Keat Road, #04-07, Fu Tsu Building, Singapore 328804
Email: solutions@octopuspos.com
Phone: 6221 6601

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8 Fleet Management System

2.8.1 CrossTrack For SME Version 1.1

Delivery Job Management software for logistics company or company with heavy land transport operations. CrossTrack helps to reduce cost and error by automating manual processes.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

CrossTrack Pte Ltd
http://crosstrack.sg
2 Jalan Rajah, #05-24, S(329134)
Email : info@crosstrack.sg
Phone : 6354 4635

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.2 **cuteTrac V2.0**

cuteTrac is an advanced vehicle tracking solution that efficiently manages your fleet operations with GPS technology. It increases productivity and results in tremendous cost savings.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Cutech Solutions & Services Pte Ltd

[www.cutechgroup.com/it](http://www.cutechgroup.com/it)

#04-32E, IMM Building, 2 Jurong East Street 21 S(609601)

Email: enquiry@cutechgroup.com / jnaveen@cutechgroup.com

Phone: 6665 0187 / 9630 7615

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.3 GPS Vehicle Tracker Model: M588 Version 2.0

Fleet management tracking system is designed to help control, monitor and track all your vehicles.

Locate vehicles using detailed maps round the clock. Access the web-based fleet management portal to view real time location and information of the vehicles and generate up-to-date reports.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Focusguard Pte Ltd
www.focusguard.com
7030 Ang Mo Kio Ave 5 Northstar @ AMK, #09-18, S(569880)
Email: info@focusguard.sg
Phone: 6766 6081

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.4 Intelligent Vehicle Monitoring System (IVMSv7)

Real Time GPS Video Track and Trace Fleet Management System.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

SmartComm Electronics Pte Ltd

[www.smartcomm.biz](http://www.smartcomm.biz)

35 Tannery Road, Ruby Industrial Complex, #08-03 Tannery Block, S(347740)

Email: ask@smartcomm.biz

Phone: 6748 7768

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.5 LogisFleet Fleet Manager Version 5.0 - Package (Advanced)

Fleet management enables the company to easily have visibility of their fleet. It can also pre-empt the company when a vehicle is due for maintenance.

Applicable Industries
IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level
70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor
LogisFleet Pte. Ltd.
www.logisfleet.com
10 Bukit Batok Crescent #10-03, The Spire, S(658079)
Email: kahleong@logisfleet.com/support@logisfleet.com
Phone: 6552 0668/9384 2387

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.6 LogisFleet Fleet Manager Version 5.0 - Package (Basic)

Fleet management enables the company to easily have visibility of their fleet. It can also pre-empt the company when a vehicle is due for maintenance.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

LogisFleet Pte. Ltd.

www.logisfleet.com

10 Bukit Batok Crescent #10-03, The Spire, S(658079)

Email: kahleong@logisfleet.com/ support @logisfleet.com

Phone: 6552 0668/9384 2387

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.7 SoloTracking Version 2.0 - Package (With 3G)

Solo Pte Ltd is a leading telematics solution provider in Singapore. Our range of industry-proven solutions make it easy to take your fleet’s pulse, from location tracking and fleet management to live visualization and fleet optimization.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Solo Pte Ltd  
24 Boon Lay Way, #01-70, Tradehub 21, S(609969)  
Email: sales@solo.com.sg  
Phone: 6515 8803

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.8  **SoloTracking Version 2.0 - Package (Without 3G)**

Solo Pte Ltd is a leading telematics solution provider in Singapore. Our range of industry-proven solutions make it easy to take your fleet’s pulse, from location tracking and fleet management to live visualization and fleet optimization.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Solo Pte Ltd


24 Boon Lay Way, #01-70, Tradehub 21, S(609969)

Email: sales@solo.com.sg

Phone: 6515 8803

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.9  V3nity Fleet Management System Version 3

V3Nity Fleet Management System (FMS) is a Web based Telematics system powered by V3 Smart Technologies V3Nity™ proprietary software engine that enables users to effectively monitor and manage its fleet of vehicles in real time using V3 designed small and compact AES128 encrypted GPS/3G enabled Smart Tracking device.

It helps to track and locate vehicles, improve asset security, and optimise asset utilisation and safety by measuring driving variables and driver behaviour.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

V3 Smart Technologies Pte Ltd
www.v3smarttech.com
150 Kampong Ampat KA Centre, #05-07 S(368324)
Email: sales@v3smarttech.com
Phone: 6488 4176

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.10 Vehicle Fleet Tracking Version 2.1.8

Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking is a method of working out exactly where something is. iTrack Singapore tracking system uses GPS to track the movement of a vehicle or a system. It can be placed in a vehicle or on special GPS devices, which can either be a fixed or portable unit.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Pivotal Private Limited
www.itrack.com.sg
30 Kaki Bukit Road 3 #04-02 Empire Techno Centre S(417819)
Email: sales@itrack.com.sg
Phone: 67276060

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.11  vTrak Version 1.3

Vtrak is a Web-based User-Friendly GPS Vehicle Tracking and Fleet Management Solution that uses wireless technology.

It provides real-time vehicle / asset location information and has comprehensive telemetric options. The modular, flexible and scalable architecture can be adapted to any fleet size depending on customer needs.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

iDee Infocom Pte Ltd
http://idee.sg/2017/03/08/vtrak-plus/
60 Kaki Bukit Place, #10-15 Eunos Techpark, S(415979)
Email: sales@idee.sg
Phone: 6293 6461

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
Kayden Fleet Management System is a web-based platform which provides real-time updates and location of the company’s vehicles. Our system allows clients to generate various types of reports such as trip reports (to get a clear view of the trips made by the driver/vehicle) mileage/maintenance reports, ignition reports. With all these reports and analytics, companies can better plan routes and reduce operating cost.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Kayden Pte. Ltd.
http://kayden.sg/
#07-1473 Blk 1002 Toa Payoh Industrial Park Singapore 319074
Email: darren@kayden.sg
Phone: 6258 9008

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.13  Cartrack Fleet Version 4

Cartrack Fleet offers companies the visibility of their fleet, enabling better control and efficiency management in achieving greater productivity. Cartrack Fleet includes provision of a proven in-house developed platform and installation of advanced telematics devices. Cartrack platform provides our customers with real-time actionable business intelligence, based on advanced technology and reliable data.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Cartrack Technologies South East Asia Pte Ltd
www.cartrack.sg
7030 Ang Mo Kio Ave 5, #09-85, Northstar@AMK, Singapore 569880
Email: info@cartrack.sg
Phone: 6255 4151

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.14 TRACKSYNQ Version 2

TrackSYNQ is a ready-to-deploy platform that provides track and trace functionality, fleet visibility and geo-fencing, amongst all other features. TrackSYNQ’s easy -to-use comprehensive user interface provides real-time monitoring of your fleet and drivers from any device.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Quantum Inventions Private Limited
www.quantuminventions.com
25 Kallang Avenue, #06-03, Singapore 339416
Email: contact@qi.sg
Phone: 6794 2591

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
Singtel M2M Fleet Visibility Version 3

Singtel Fleet Visibility provides affordable intelligent transportation systems to even the smallest company to maximize the efficiency of their fleet. Benefits include the ability to provide dynamic and real-time tracking of vehicles and capturing of vehicles' position, speed and direction data, with a web-based interface which allow ease of access to live fleet updates and reports anytime and anywhere.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

SINGAPORE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
31 Exeter Road, Comcentre, Singapore 23973
Phone: 1606 or 1800-763 (SME) 1111

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.16 Skyfy Fleet System

Skyfy Technology’s Fleet Management System comprises of 3 elements – Tracking, Monitoring and Control. Our dynamic system allows our clients to have a bird-eye’s view of their fleet on their current and past routes, ensuring the fleet managers having control over their fleet.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Skyfy Technology Pte Ltd
www.skyfy.com.sg
21 Woodlands Close, #07-35, Primz Bizhub, S(737854)
Email: hello@skyfy.com.sg
Phone: 6727 7627

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.17  Automotive Tracking System

Track 365 Automotive Tracking System is a cloud based telematics solution. Users are assigned with a set of unique username and password which will enable them to access into our system securely.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor
Track 365 Pte Ltd
www.track365.com.sg
60 Paya Lebar Road #08-11 Paya Lebar Square (S409051)
Email: sales@track365.com.sg
Phone: 9489 5968

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.18  iWeb Version 2

Mobileye is a pioneer in the development of vision-based Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), providing data for applications such as Lane Departure Warning, Forward Collision Warning, Headway Monitoring, Pedestrian Detection, High Beam Assist, Traffic Sign Recognition and more. The tracking and analysis of data collected assist companies with safety initiatives implementation to mitigate risk of road collisions.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Chuan-Fa Auto Pte Ltd
544B Macpherson Road Singapore 368230
Email: enquiry@c2sec.com.sg
Phone: 9230 2010

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.19  **AcuDrive Version 2.0 - Package (Fleet Management System)**

Through Acudrive, we aim to help you discover the benefits of a reliable fleet management system (FMS). An accurate FMS will provide insights into your company's operations and these insights translate into significant cost savings in the long run. With our extensive experience in the automotive industry, we have refined our solution over the years to bring you a FMS of the best value.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Goldbell Engineering  
14 Benoi Road, S629887  
Email: AFMSsales@goldbell.com.sg  
Phone: 6494 2931/ 6864 0958/ 6494 2982

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.20  AcuDrive Version 2.0 - Package (Fleet Management System with CAN Bus)

Through Acudrive, we aim to help you discover the benefits of a reliable fleet management system (FMS). An accurate FMS will provide insights into your company's operations and these insights translate into significant cost savings in the long run. With our extensive experience in the automotive industry, we have refined our solution over the years to bring you a FMS of the best value.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Goldbell Engineering

http://www.acudrive.com.sg/imda-isprint-grant

14 Benoi Road, S629887
Email: AFMSsales@goldbell.com.sg
Phone: 6494 2931/ 6864 0958/ 6494 2982

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.21  **AcuDrive Version 2.0 - Package (Mobile Workforce System)**

Through Acudrive, we aim to help you discover the benefits of a reliable fleet management system (FMS). An accurate FMS will provide insights into your company's operations and these insights translate into significant cost savings in the long run. With our extensive experience in the automotive industry, we have refined our solution over the years to bring you a FMS of the best value.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Goldbell Engineering


14 Benoi Road, S629887
Email: AFMSsales@goldbell.com.sg
Phone: 6494 2931/ 6864 0958/ 6494 2982

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
**2.8.22 VersaFleet™ Version 5 - Package (Pro)**

At VersaFleet™, we believe in automating the world’s logistics operations. Our transport management Software-as-a-Service (TMS SaaS) advances global supply chain from the ground up. With 350% year-on-year growth, VersaFleet™ is actively used by thousands of drivers across the world, especially in major ASEAN cities. VersaFleet™ automates logistics operations with route optimization, electronic Proof-Of-Delivery, instant notifications and real-time job status tracking.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

VersaFleet Pte Ltd
https://versafleet.co
201 Henderson Road, #04-09/10 Apex @ Henderson, Singapore 159545
Email: customers@versafleet.co
Phone: 9800 3527

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.23 VersaFleet™ Version 5 - Package (Enterprise)

At VersaFleet™, we believe in automating the world’s logistics operations. Our transport management Software-as-a-Service (TMS SaaS) advances global supply chain from the ground up. With 350% year-on-year growth, VersaFleet™ is actively used by thousands of drivers across the world, especially in major ASEAN cities. VersaFleet™ automates logistics operations with route optimization, electronic Proof-Of-Delivery, instant notifications and real-time job status tracking.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

VersaFleet Pte Ltd
https://versafleet.co
201 Henderson Road, #04-09/10 Apex @ Henderson, Singapore 159545
Email: customers@versafleet.co
Phone: 9800 3527

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.8.24 VersaFleet™ Version 5 - Package (Premium)

At VersaFleet™, we believe in automating the world’s logistics operations. Our transport management Software-as-a-Service (TMS SaaS) advances global supply chain from the ground up. With 350% year-on-year growth, VersaFleet™ is actively used by thousands of drivers across the world, especially in major ASEAN cities. VersaFleet™ automates logistics operations with route optimization, electronic Proof-Of-Delivery, instant notifications and real-time job status tracking.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

VersaFleet Pte Ltd
https://versafleet.co
201 Henderson Road, #04-09/10 Apex @ Henderson, Singapore 159545
Email: customers@versafleet.co
Phone: 9800 3527

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.9 Human Resource E-scheduling System

2.9.1 HR eScheduling System Version 1 - Package (Basic HR + Claims)

AGHRM provides an integrated suite of cloud based Human Resource Management Solutions and Managed Payroll Services that are well protected and scalable to meet SMEs business needs.

Companies will enhance their capabilities by leveraging on technology. Trust our teams to manage your monthly payroll activities. Your organization will experience cost savings, and we will take over bulk of your human resource activities while you focus on your business activities.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

AG Net Pte Ltd
www.aghrm.com
57 Ubi Ave 1, #05-05, S(480936)
Email: sales@aghrm.com
Phone: 6844 8712

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
2.9.2 HR eScheduling System Version 1 - Package (Basic HR + Mobile Attendance)

AGHRM provides an integrated suite of cloud based Human Resource Management Solutions and Managed Payroll Services that are well protected and scalable to meet SMEs business needs.

Companies will enhance their capabilities by leveraging on technology. Trust our teams to manage your monthly payroll activities. Your organization will experience cost savings, and we will take over bulk of your human resource activities while you focus on your business activities.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

AG Net Pte Ltd

www.aghrm.com

57 Ubi Ave 1, #05-05, S(480936)

Email: sales@aghrm.com

Phone: 6844 8712

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

2.9.3 HR eScheduling System Version 1 - Package (Basic HR + Attendance Device)

AGHRM provides an integrated suite of cloud based Human Resource Management Solutions and Managed Payroll Services that are well protected and scalable to meet SMEs business needs.

Companies will enhance their capabilities by leveraging on technology. Trust our teams to manage your monthly payroll activities. Your organization will experience cost savings, and we will take over bulk of your human resource activities while you focus on your business activities.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

AG Net Pte Ltd
www.aghrm.com
57 Ubi Ave 1, #05-05, S(480936)
Email: sales@aghrm.com
Phone: 6844 8712

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore
Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

2.9.4 Timesheet Management Version 10

Track time for any employee type with our highly configurable and intuitive timesheet. Leverage flexible approval process that adapt to your business processes to ensure accuracy and compliance.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Advanced & Best Technologies Pte Ltd
www.smepayroll.com
2 Kallang Pudding Road,, #05-11 Mactech Building S(349307)
Email: business@smepayroll.com
Phone: 6837 2336

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.9.5  **Sage Easytime Version 9 - Package (Finger Print Reader)**

Sage EasyTime is a software which help companies to schedule and allocate staff resource to different job assignments and projects.

It is directly integrated with a biometric time recorder/mobile clocking app, and is able to calculate useful information such as punctuality, overtime, allowances, etc.

Sage EasyTime is directly integrated with our HRIS – Sage EasyPay, and companies can extract reports and upload them into the Payroll software to calculate the salary information.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Sage Software Asia Pte. Ltd.


Asia Square, Tower 2, 12 Marina View, #25-02 S(018961)

Email: info.asia@sage.com

Phone: 6336 6118

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.9.6  **Sage Easytime Version 9 - Package (Face Recognition)**

Sage EasyTime is a software which help companies to schedule and allocate staff resource to different job assignments and projects.

It is directly integrated with a biometric time recorder/mobile clocking app, and is able to calculate useful information such as punctuality, overtime, allowances, etc.

Sage EasyTime is directly integrated with our HRIS – Sage EasyPay, and companies can extract reports and upload them into the Payroll software to calculate the salary information.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Sage Software Asia Pte. Ltd.


Asia Square, Tower 2, 12 Marina View, #25-02 S(018961)

Email: info.asia@sage.com

Phone: 6336 6118

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
JUSTLOGIN eTimeclock Version 1

JUSTLOGIN eTimeclock is a time attendance system that uses mobile devices (iPad/smartphones) to replace traditional punch card/ fingerprint systems. It captures the photo of the employee and their GPS location - these are sent to the server in real-time. It allows roster scheduling which enables businesses to set up shifts and assign to staff. OT hours will be automatically calculated according to MOM rules.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

JUSTLOGIN PTE LTD
https://justlogin.com/
20 Kallang Ave, Pico Creative Centre, Lobby B Unit 5C, Singapore 339411
Phone: 6476 5330

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.9.8 **Sage Easytime Version 9600**

Sage Easytime caters specifically to employee time management hardware or mobile application. The data will seamlessly integrate needs for businesses by extracting data from access card reader with the Sage Easypay and payroll system.

Sage Easytime HR sets up schedule and assignment of working hours by grouping various scheduling patterns, computation of various forms of overtime calculation for supervisor approval and tallying allowance rates to different employees.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Runnex Systems Pte Ltd
www.runnex.com/sage-easy-time/
61 Kaki Bukit Ave 1 #03-39 Shun Li Industrial Park Singapore 417943
Email: sales@runnex.com
Phone: 6235 0203

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
INFOTIME Personnel Tracking System Version 3.0 - Package (Mobile)

Cloud Mobile Attendance allows tracking of employee’s attendance at respective job-site or customer’s site as per scheduled with the use of their smartphone. Fingerprint reader is optional for company with fix location. The system also allows us to consolidate the total overtime and lateness done for the month based on the attendance data collected. It will link with Time Management System and Payroll Software for salary calculation and HR matters.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Info-Tech Systems Integrators Pte Ltd
http://info-tech.com.sg/
30 Kallang Place #07-14 Singapore 339159
Email: sales@info-tech.com.sg
Phone: 6297 3398

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.9.10 INFOTIME Personnel Tracking System Version 3.0 - Package (Fingerprint)

Cloud Mobile Attendance allows tracking of employee’s attendance at respective job-site or customer’s site as per scheduled with the use of their smartphone. Fingerprint reader is optional for company with fix location. The system also allows us to consolidate the total overtime and lateness done for the month based on the attendance data collected. It will link with Time Management System and Payroll Software for salary calculation and HR matters.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Info-Tech Systems Integrators Pte Ltd
http://info-tech.com.sg/
30 Kallang Place #07-14 Singapore 339159
Email: sales@info-tech.com.sg
Phone: 6297 3398

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
INFOTIME Personnel Tracking System Version 3.0 - Package (Facial)

Cloud Mobile Attendance allows tracking of employee’s attendance at respective job-site or customer’s site as per scheduled with the use of their smartphone. Fingerprint reader is optional for company with fix location. The system also allows us to consolidate the total overtime and lateness done for the month based on the attendance data collected. It will link with Time Management System and Payroll Software for salary calculation and HR matters.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Info-Tech Systems Integrators Pte Ltd
http://info-tech.com.sg/
30 Kallang Place #07-14 Singapore 339159
Email: sales@info-tech.com.sg
Phone: 6297 3398

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
Human Resources E-Scheduling Version 18 - Package (SaaS)

Times Timesheet module helps improve both efficiency and accuracy in time reporting and management. It enables employers to plan shifts and monitor their employees working location, working hours, lateness, early departures, absenteeism. The system also helps with compliance with labor regulations regarding proof of attendance.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Times Software Pte Ltd
http://www.timesoftsg.com.sg/
10, Jalan Besar, #14-01, Sim Lim Tower, Singapore 208787
Email: sales@timesoftsg.com.sg
Phone: 62951998

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.9.13    Human Resources E-Scheduling Version 18 - Package (On Premise)

Times Timesheet module helps improve both efficiency and accuracy in time reporting and management. It enables employers to plan shifts and monitor their employees working location, working hours, lateness, early departures, absenteeism. The system also helps with compliance with labor regulations regarding proof of attendance.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Times Software Pte Ltd
http://www.timesoftsg.com.sg/
10, Jalan Besar, #14-01, Sim Lim Tower, Singapore 208787
Email: sales@timesoftsg.com.sg
Phone: 62951998

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.9.14  **Whyze webTMS - HR E-Scheduling System Version 12**

A fully web-based system bringing in convenience to users 24/7. It also facilitates data polling across various locations or outlets. Users can choose to clock in via traditional fingerprint scanner or mobile app. It also automates the calculation for lateness, OT, shift and allowances. Integrates to all major HR software in Singapore, it can synchronise leave records and also link back to payroll for payroll processing.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Whyze Solutions Pte Ltd  
www.whyze.com.sg  
315 Alexandra Road #05-01 Sime Darby Business Centre Singapore 159944  
Email: enquiry@whyze.com.sg  
Phone: 6838 0161

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.10 Inventory Management System

2.10.1 Madsoft Solutions IAF Version - Package (Standard Inventory)

Madsoft Solution is a comprehensively integrated solution with inventory and accounting features used widely by diverse industries since 2006. It can manage stock processes like stock transfer between multiple locations, tracking of stock item batch number expiry date, serial number and multiple prices. Seamless order processing increases productivity and accuracy. Data analysis can be done with intelligent inquiries wizard by drag and drop of field for better and faster decision making.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Madsoft Solutions Pte Ltd
www.madsoft.com.sg
178 Paya Lebar Road #05-01 S(409030)
Email: tracy.lim@madsoft.com.sg

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.10.2 Madsoft Solutions IAF Version - Package (Business)

Madsoft Solution is a comprehensively integrated solution with inventory and accounting features used widely by diverse industries since 2006. It can manage stock processes like stock transfer between multiple locations, tracking of stock item batch number expiry date, serial number and multiple prices. Seamless order processing increases productivity and accuracy. Data analysis can be done with intelligent inquiries wizard by drag and drop of field for better and faster decision making.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Madsoft Solutions Pte Ltd
www.madsoft.com.sg
178 Paya Lebar Road #05-01 S(409030)
Email: tracy.lim@madsoft.com.sg

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR.
2.10.3 **Madsoft Solutions IAF Version - Package**
(Enterprise)

Madsoft Solution is a comprehensively integrated solution with inventory and accounting features used widely by diverse industries since 2006. It can manage stock processes like stock transfer between multiple locations, tracking of stock item batch number expiry date, serial number and multiple prices. Seamless order processing increases productivity and accuracy. Data analysis can be done with intelligent inquiries wizard by drag and drop of field for better and faster decision making.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Madsoft Solutions Pte Ltd


178 Paya Lebar Road #05-01 S(409030)

Email: tracy.lim@madsoft.com.sg

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR.
2.10.4 Madsoft Solutions IAF Version - Package (Premier)

Madsoft Solution is a comprehensively integrated solution with inventory and accounting features used widely by diverse industries since 2006. It can manage stock processes like stock transfer between multiple locations, tracking of stock item batch number expiry date, serial number and multiple prices. Seamless order processing increases productivity and accuracy. Data analysis can be done with intelligent inquiries wizard by drag and drop of field for better and faster decision making.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Madsoft Solutions Pte Ltd


178 Paya Lebar Road #05-01 S(409030)

Email: tracy.lim@madsoft.com.sg

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.10.5 ZETTAPPS V3.0.6

Our core solution – ZETTAPPS, is an in-house developed Cloud-based Solution that enables the business owners to manage their inventory and order processing through Barcode Labels on their Merchandise or Assets.

For Retailers, there are functions that enable them to track their inventory levels before placing reorders with their suppliers. This enables them to keep warehousing and storage cost low.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Zetta Solution Pte. Ltd.
www.zetta-solution.com
60 Kaki Bukit Place, #10-16 Eunos Techpark, S(415979)
Email: jennifer.koh@zetta-solution.com
Phone: 6745 0866

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.10.6 MuRho Inventory Management System - Package (Direct Purchase Starter Pack with Hardware)

MuRho is a Singapore Supply Chain Execution Solution provider with Track N Scan Suite of Solutions including:

- Store N Track (Inventory & Asset Management)
- Manufacture N Track (Work in progress & inventory management)
- Sell N Track (Sales Order & Inventory Management)

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
MuRho Pte Ltd
www.murho.com.sg
7500A Beach Road, 13-323 The Plaza, Singapore 199591
Email: sales@murho.com.sg
Phone: 6289 3802

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.10.7 MuRho Inventory Management System - Package (Direct Purchase Starter Pack)

MuRho is a Singapore Supply Chain Execution Solution provider with Track N Scan Suite of Solutions including:

- Store N Track (Inventory & Asset Management)
- Manufacture N Track (Work in progress & inventory management)
- Sell N Track (Sales Order & Inventory Management)

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

MuRho Pte Ltd
www.murho.com.sg
7500A Beach Road, 13-323 The Plaza, Singapore 199591
Email: sales@murho.com.sg
Phone: 6289 3802

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.10.8  MuRho Inventory Management System - Package (SaaS Starter Pack with Hardware)

MuRho is a Singapore Supply Chain Execution Solution provider with Track N Scan Suite of Solutions including:

- Store N Track (Inventory & Asset Management)
- Manufacture N Track (Work in progress & inventory management)
- Sell N Track (Sales Order & Inventory Management)

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription/ Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

MuRho Pte Ltd  
www.murho.com.sg  
7500A Beach Road, 13-323 The Plaza, Singapore 199591  
Email: sales@murho.com.sg  
Phone: 6289 3802

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**
2.10.9 EZYPROCURE Version 2.0

EzyProcure, an E-procurement solution, is the enabler for companies to automate their current manual ordering and supply processes, which will significantly improve the organization’s productivity by eliminating and streamlining the time consuming manual supply chain processes.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Singapore E-Business Pte. Ltd..
https://www.sgebiz.com/services/ezyprocure-e-procurement-system/
79 Ayer Rajah Crescent, #02-12, Launchpad@onenorth, Singapore 139955
Email: info@sgebiz.com
Phone: 8298 4901

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.10.10 ArtPro Version 2.3

ArtPro Inventory Mgmt Software is a comprehensive management system that helps you manage your inventory, receiving, warehousing and shipping operations across your outlets to improve productivity, as well as to ensure efficient logistics execution.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non- Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription/ Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

CompCierge Asia Pte Ltd
www.compcierge-asia.com
43 Jalan Merah Saga #01-72, Workloft @ Chip Bee, S(278115)
Emails: judy@compcierge-asia.com
Phone: 983 06612

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.11 Procurement

2.11.1 Supply Chain Integration System Version 2.1

A B2B solution that provides SME wholesaler/Distributors an integration with Retailer's order management system.

The EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) integration provides SMEs with a more accurate and efficient way to process orders.

Applicable Industries

Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Pracbiz Pte Ltd

http://www.pracbiz.com

1003 Bukit Merah Central, #04-31 Inno Centre, S(159836)

Email: info@pracbiz.com

Phone: 6275 6073

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.12 Retail Analytics

2.12.1 Prism Skylabs Version 2.5

Prism Skylabs allows end users to monitor compliance, check inventory levels and manage brands in any store.

It provides real time pairing, remote visual access with power analytics, and on-demand, customizable reports to transform operations, cut unnecessary costs and increase sales.

Applicable Industries

Retail

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor

Ishikawa Consultancy Pte Ltd

www.ishikawa.sg/

81 Ubi Ave 4 #02-11 UB.One S(408830)

Email: edwin.anghw@ishikawa.sg / info@ishikawa.sg

Phone: 9710 4242 / 6443 4160

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.12.2 Smart Shopper Analytics Solutions Version 2.6 - Package (OCrowd)

Trackomatic shopper analytics solutions transform the cameras into smart sensors to capture highly accurate data in headcount tracking, crowd density, path and trail, age and gender profiling to address brick-and-mortar challenges. The real-time data delivery with recommended actionable insights empowered retailers to make compelling business decisions. This has increased shoppers’ traffic, improved sales conversions and enhanced shoppers’ experience by optimizing queue management and staffing.

Applicable Industries
Retail

Support Level
50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment
Subscription / Leasing

Pre-approved Vendor
Trakomatic Pte. Ltd.
https://www.trakomatic.com/
79 Ayer Rajah Crescent #01-02, Singapore 139955
Tel: 6681 5617

Processing Agency
Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.12.3 **Smart Shopper Analytics Solutions Version 2.6 - Package (OTrack)**

Trackomatic shopper analytics solutions transform the cameras into smart sensors to capture highly accurate data in headcount tracking, crowd density, path and trail, age and gender profiling to address brick-and-mortar challenges. The real-time data delivery with recommended actionable insights empowered retailers to make compelling business decisions. This has increased shoppers’ traffic, improved sales conversions and enhanced shoppers’ experience by optimizing queue management and staffing.

**Applicable Industries**
Retail

**Support Level**
50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**
Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**
Trakomatic Pte. Ltd.
[https://www.trakomatic.com/](https://www.trakomatic.com/)
79 Ayer Rajah Crescent #01-02, Singapore 139955
Tel: 6681 5617

**Processing Agency**
Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.12.4 Smart Shopper Analytics Solutions Version 2.6 - Package (OSense)

Trackomatic shopper analytics solutions transform the cameras into smart sensors to capture highly accurate data in headcount tracking, crowd density, path and trail, age and gender profiling to address brick-and-mortar challenges. The real-time data delivery with recommended actionable insights empowered retailers to make compelling business decisions. This has increased shoppers’ traffic, improved sales conversions and enhanced shoppers’ experience by optimizing queue management and staffing.

**Applicable Industries**
Retail

**Support Level**
50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**
Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**
Trakomatic Pte. Ltd.
[https://www.trakomatic.com/](https://www.trakomatic.com/)
79 Ayer Rajah Crescent #01-02, Singapore 139955
Tel: 6681 5617

**Processing Agency**
Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.11.5 **Smart Shopper Analytics Solutions Version 2.6 - Package (Bundle of 3)**

Trackomatic shopper analytics solutions transform the cameras into smart sensors to capture highly accurate data in headcount tracking, crowd density, path and trail, age and gender profiling to address brick-and-mortar challenges. The real-time data delivery with recommended actionable insights empowered retailers to make compelling business decisions. This has increased shoppers’ traffic, improved sales conversions and enhanced shoppers’ experience by optimizing queue management and staffing.

**Applicable Industries**

Retail

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Subscription / Leasing

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Trakomatic Pte. Ltd.  
[https://www.trakomatic.com/](https://www.trakomatic.com/)  
79 Ayer Rajah Crescent #01-02, Singapore 139955  
Tel: 6681 5617

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.13 Wireless Self-Collection System

2.13.1 LRS Guest Pager Package (Pro CS7-15)

Guest paging system for use in a self-order, self-collect restaurant, with multiple LED light options that can cosmetically match the restaurant’s corporate colours, or functionally allow customers to collect different types of food items from different collection points. Our guest paging system with table tracking also allows the restaurant to track where customers are sitting within the restaurant.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Long Range Systems Singapore Pte. Ltd.
http://www.pager.com.sg
3 Science Park Drive #02-11 The Franklin, Singapore Science Park I S(118223)
Email: sales@pager.com.sg
Phone: 6779 9200

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.13.2 LRS Guest Pager Package (Pro CS7 -20)

Guest paging system for use in a self-order, self-collect restaurant, with multiple LED light options that can cosmetically match the restaurant’s corporate colours, or functionally allow customers to collect different types of food items from different collection points. Our guest paging system with table tracking also allows the restaurant to track where customers are sitting within the restaurant.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Long Range Systems Singapore Pte. Ltd.
http://www.pager.com.sg
3 Science Park Drive #02-11 The Franklin, Singapore Science Park I S(118223)
Email: sales@pager.com.sg
Phone: 6779 9200

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.13.3 LRS Guest Pager Package (CS6 -15)

Guest paging system for use in a self-order, self-collect restaurant, with multiple LED light options that can cosmetically match the restaurant’s corporate colours, or functionally allow customers to collect different types of food items from different collection points. Our guest paging system with table tracking also allows the restaurant to track where customers are sitting within the restaurant.

**Applicable Industries**

Food Services

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

Long Range Systems Singapore Pte. Ltd.
http://www.pager.com.sg
3 Science Park Drive #02-11 The Franklin, Singapore Science Park I S(118223)
Email: sales@pager.com.sg
Phone: 6779 9200

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.13.4 LRS Guest Pager Package (CS6 -20)

Guest paging system for use in a self-order, self-collect restaurant, with multiple LED light options that can cosmetically match the restaurant’s corporate colours, or functionally allow customers to collect different types of food items from different collection points. Our guest paging system with table tracking also allows the restaurant to track where customers are sitting within the restaurant.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Long Range Systems Singapore Pte. Ltd.
http://www.pager.com.sg
3 Science Park Drive #02-11 The Franklin, Singapore Science Park I S(118223)
Email: sales@pager.com.sg
Phone: 6779 9200

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.13.5 Restaurant Wireless Paging System Version 0.04

The Wireless Paging System helps restaurant owner to notify their customer when order is ready. The procedure is simple. Patrons order their food and staff will issue them a pager. Once the order is ready, server will notify the patron via the transmitter. Patron receives alert and come forward to the collection counter to collect their food and return the pager. The procedure is completed.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

ANTFI Wireless (S) Pte Ltd
www.antfi.com
48 Mactaggart Road #11-03 MAE Industrial Building S368088
Email: sales@antfi.com.sg
Phone: 6817 7755/ 6748 2297

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.13.6 **Restaurant Wireless Paging System - Package (10 Devices, SG710RB)**

The restaurant wireless paging system is an intuitive paging technology that allows businesses to flow in an organised and time efficient manner, which in turn helps improve your customer experience.

**Applicable Industries**

Food Services

**Support Level**

70% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

SIGNALGRYD Pte. Ltd.

[www.signalgryd.com](http://www.signalgryd.com)

190 Clemenceau Avenue, #06-06, Singapore 239924

Email: contact@signalgryd.com

Phone: 3159 1818

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.13.7 Restaurant Wireless Paging System - Package (20 Devices, SG710RB)

The restaurant wireless paging system is an intuitive paging technology that allows businesses to flow in an organised and time efficient manner, which in turn helps improve your customer experience.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

SIGNALGRYD Pte. Ltd.
www.signalgryd.com
190 Clemenceau Avenue, #06-06, Singapore 239924
Email: contact@signalgryd.com
Phone: 3159 1818

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.13.8 Restaurant Wireless Paging System - Package (20 Devices, SG720PGX)

The restaurant wireless paging system is an intuitive paging technology that allows businesses to flow in an organised and time efficient manner, which in turn helps improve your customer experience.

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
SIGNALGRYD Pte. Ltd.
www.signalgryd.com
190 Clemenceau Avenue, #06-06, Singapore 239924
Email: contact@signalgryd.com
Phone: 3159 1818

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.13.9 Wi-Serve Paging Products

Wi-Serve Paging System adopted the “Receiver Pull” Approach which is used for self-collection operations. Businesses issue the receiver device to their recipients (customers). When their order is ready for collection, business uses the transmitter to alert the recipients (customers).

Applicable Industries

Food Services

Support Level

70% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Food Icon Pte. Ltd.
www.foodicon.com.sg/
72 Eunos Ave 7 #06-06 Singapore 409570
Email: customercare@foodicon.com.sg
Phone: 6782 4629

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.14 Custom Clearance

2.14.1 VeriHUB V3.5

VeriHUB V3.5 is a One-stop digital platform for merchants to manage export to China – from products consolidation to managing stock movements across borders.

Applicable Industries

Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Subscription

Pre-approved Vendor

veriTAG Pte Ltd

www.veritag.com

79 Ayer Rajah Crescent #01-09, JTC LaunchPad@one-north Singapore 139955

Email: sales@veritag.com/ jason@veritag.com /

Phone: 9661 2387/ 9363 1147

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.15 Human Resource Management System

2.15.1 INFO-TECH Cloud HRMS Version 8.0 - Package (InfoHRMS Lite 25)

Cloud Mobile Attendance allows tracking of employee’s attendance at respective job-site or customer’s site as per scheduled with the use of their smartphone. The system also allows us to consolidate the total overtime and lateness done for the month based on the attendance data collected. It will link with Time Management System and Payroll software for salary calculation and HR matters. Employee database available in Time Management integrated with Payroll, Leave, Claim & Appraisal Software.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Info-Tech Systems Integrators Pte Ltd
www.info-tech.com.sg
30 Kallang Place #07-14 Singapore 339159
Email: sales@info-tech.com.sg
Phone: 6297 3398

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
2.15.2 INFO-TECH Cloud HRMS Version 8.0 - Package (InfoHRMS Lite 50)

Cloud Mobile Attendance allows tracking of employee’s attendance at respective job-site or customer’s site as per scheduled with the use of their smartphone. The system also allows us to consolidate the total overtime and lateness done for the month based on the attendance data collected. It will link with Time Management System and Payroll software for salary calculation and HR matters. Employee database available in Time Management integrated with Payroll, Leave, Claim & Appraisal Software.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
Info-Tech Systems Integrators Pte Ltd  
www.info-tech.com.sg
30 Kallang Place #07-14 Singapore 339159  
Email: sales@info-tech.com.sg  
Phone: 6297 3398

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.15.3 INFO-TECH Cloud HRMS Version 8.0 - Package (InfoHRMS Pro 100)

Cloud Mobile Attendance allows tracking of employee’s attendance at respective job-site or customer’s site as per scheduled with the use of their smartphone. The system also allows us to consolidate the total overtime and lateness done for the month based on the attendance data collected. It will link with Time Management System and Payroll software for salary calculation and HR matters. Employee database available in Time Management integrated with Payroll, Leave, Claim & Appraisal Software.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Info-Tech Systems Integrators Pte Ltd

www.info-tech.com.sg

30 Kallang Place #07-14 Singapore 339159

Email: sales@info-tech.com.sg

Phone: 6297 3398

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
INFO-TECH Cloud HRMS Version 8.0 - Package (InfoHRMS Pro 150)

Cloud Mobile Attendance allows tracking of employee’s attendance at respective job-site or customer’s site as per scheduled with the use of their smartphone. The system also allows us to consolidate the total overtime and lateness done for the month based on the attendance data collected. It will link with Time Management System and Payroll software for salary calculation and HR matters. Employee database available in Time Management integrated with Payroll, Leave, Claim & Appraisal Software.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Info-Tech Systems Integrators Pte Ltd

www.info-tech.com.sg

30 Kallang Place #07-14 Singapore 339159

Email: sales@info-tech.com.sg

Phone: 6297 3398

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
INFO-TECH Cloud HRMS Version 8.0 - Package (InfoHRMS Pro 200)

Cloud Mobile Attendance allows tracking of employee’s attendance at respective job-site or customer’s site as per scheduled with the use of their smartphone. The system also allows us to consolidate the total overtime and lateness done for the month based on the attendance data collected. It will link with Time Management System and Payroll software for salary calculation and HR matters. Employee database available in Time Management integrated with Payroll, Leave, Claim & Appraisal Software.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

Info-Tech Systems Integrators Pte Ltd
www.info-tech.com.sg
30 Kallang Place #07-14 Singapore 339159
Email: sales@info-tech.com.sg
Phone: 6297 3398

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.16 Accounting Management, Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Inventory Management and Sales Management System

2.16.1 SAP Business One Version 9.3

SAP Business One is an integrated business management application which includes core functions such as financials, CRM, inventory management, sales, purchasing, operations and logistics to address business needs for both operations and management. As a comprehensive and integrated system, SAP Business One gives you full visibility into your business, through on-demand analytics in a personalized cockpit, live alerts and approval procedures, as well as end-to-end business processes.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

The World Management Pte Ltd
www.twm.com.sg
100 Lorong 23 Geylang #06-01 D’centennial S(388398)
Email: sales@twm.com.sg
Phone: 6714 9198

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.17 Accounting Management, Inventory Management and Sales Management System

2.17.1 EZ Accounting and Inventory Premier Plus SG
Version 9.8 - Package (1 User)

EZ Accounting and Inventory Management System started since 1999 by EZ Accounting based in Singapore. It is able to generate all accounting reports, such as Profit and Loss, GST report, project reporting and full set of Inventory Management System to compute stock costing and location of stock details. The charts and graphs of accounting figures enable smooth business operations by providing real-time and easy access information on the move.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
User Basic Software Pte Ltd
www.userbasicsoftware.com
105 Sims Avenue, #09-12, Chancerlodge Complex, S(387429)
Email: info@userbasicsoftware.com
Phone: 6227 1797 / 6746 2613 / 9382 1959 (WhatsApp or SMS)

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria
≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR

### 2.17.2 EZ Accounting and Inventory Premier Plus SG

**Version 9.8 - Package (3 Users)**

EZ Accounting and Inventory Management System started since 1999 by EZ Accounting based in Singapore. It is able to generate all accounting reports, such as Profit and Loss, GST report, project reporting and full set of Inventory Management System to compute stock costing and location of stock details. The charts and graphs of accounting figures enable smooth business operations by providing real-time and easy access information on the move.

**Applicable Industries**

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

**Support Level**

50% for SMEs

**Mode of Payment**

Direct Purchase

**Pre-approved Vendor**

User Basic Software Pte Ltd

[www.userbasicsoftware.com](http://www.userbasicsoftware.com)

105 Sims Avenue, #09-12, Chancerlodge Complex, S(387429)

Email: info@userbasicsoftware.com

Phone: 6227 1797 / 6746 2613 / 9382 1959 (WhatsApp or SMS)

**Processing Agency**

Enterprise Singapore

**Additional Criteria**

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
EZ Accounting and Inventory Premier Plus SG
Version 9.8 - Package (5 Users)

EZ Accounting and Inventory Management System started since 1999 by EZ Accounting based in Singapore. It is able to generate all accounting reports, such as Profit and Loss, GST report, project reporting and full set of Inventory Management System to compute stock costing and location of stock details. The charts and graphs of accounting figures enable smooth business operations by providing real-time and easy access information on the move.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor
User Basic Software Pte Ltd
www.userbasicsoftware.com
105 Sims Avenue, #09-12, Chancerlodge Complex, S(387429)
Email: info@userbasicsoftware.com
Phone: 6227 1797 / 6746 2613 / 9382 1959 (WhatsApp or SMS)

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR
2.17.3 EZ Accounting and Inventory Premier Plus SG Version 9.8 - Package (5 Unlimited Users)

EZ Accounting and Inventory Management System started since 1999 by EZ Accounting based in Singapore. It is able to generate all accounting reports, such as Profit and Loss, GST report, project reporting and full set of Inventory Management System to compute stock costing and location of stock details. The charts and graphs of accounting figures enable smooth business operations by providing real-time and easy access information on the move.

Applicable Industries

IT, Landscape, Maritime, Media, Retail, Services, Others, Food Services, Food Manufacturing, Precision Engineering, Cleantech, Advanced Manufacturing, Engineering Services, Biomedical Sciences, Other Manufacturing, Marine & Offshore, Attractions, Cruise, Hotels, Integrated Resorts, MICE, Travel Agents, Builders (Contractors), Non-Builders, Logistics, Agriculture, Healthcare, Professional Services, Cleaning Services, Wholesale Trade

Support Level

50% for SMEs

Mode of Payment

Direct Purchase

Pre-approved Vendor

User Basic Software Pte Ltd
www.userbasicsoftware.com
105 Sims Avenue, #09-12, Chancerlodge Complex, S(387429)
Email: info@userbasicsoftware.com
Phone: 6227 1797 / 6746 2613 / 9382 1959 (WhatsApp or SMS)

Processing Agency

Enterprise Singapore

Additional Criteria

≥30% ordinary shares (ultimate individual ownership) held directly/indirectly by Singaporean/PR